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Creative writing lives on !
‘What I am Without English’

The following poem submitted by Megan Humphreys of
Crawford College, Pretoria, was awarded 2nd place in the
‘Senior Poetry’ category of the Pretoria branch’s 2011 Creative
Writing Competition –

(by Nokuthula Khoza of Springs Girls’
High)
Weak, worthless, useless I stand. I am
deprived of the eighth wonder of this
world.
I lack a greater type of
knowledge, easy to acquire yet hard to
master. I am separated from the rest of
civilization for I am without English – the
global medium of communication.
I am a pool of nothingness, only referred to as nothing and no one. I am
without an identity, a springbok among a pride of lions. I do not know
whether I am coming or going. I do not know if I am David or Goliath, Beauty
or the Beast. I lack direction and I certainly do not know where I am heading.
I am the subject of criticism, helpless, with no defence whatsoever. I stand
naked without my full armour. I am without the shield of logic. I am without
the mask that makes all that glitters gold. I lack the facade of intelligence.
I am doomed for destruction, with nothing but darkness ahead of me. I am
deaf, for words just seem to pass me with no effect. I am paralysed for I have
nowhere to go, just stagnant at one point. I am blind for I cannot see that
everybody is just a step ahead of me. I am nobody in a world filled with
somebodies.
I am labelled “illiterate”, “uneducated”, “stupid”, for I seem to fit the description
perfectly. I may be learned but without this tool, my excuse for an education
is thrown out the window, with nothing to back it up.

‘Bounding’
Delicate dew drops dance and ashen ants prance
As he bounds by
Star dusted soil softens, Earth turns round
As the star shoots by
Bulging blossoms bounce and grass bows down
As the worshipped wisps by
Regally roaring past, willfully wild and stuck-up swift
Noble yet poor
Only his spoor marks his part
Where once he danced with dew and ants
The Universe did glance
when blossoms and grass
Applauded his sermon
He preaches joy yet just position
Bounding with utmost precision
For should this furry prancer
Sully his physical bonanza
Then all will fall.
He gives Nature a chance to be stiff yet lax
So bound fine feline
Be bounding by.

Without this tool, I fall victim to the epidemic of rejection. I am excluded from
conversations, trampled over, without my first-class ticket to success.
I am not secretly spoken about: I am a public topic. I am no one because I
lack a medium of response. I am a stranger to the world of communication. I
am a person without English.
Nokuthula won a Bronze award in the ‘Senior Prose’ section of the
Johannesburg branch’s 2011 Creative Writing Competition.
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Our Mission Statement
To support the teaching, learning and
appreciation of English

From
From my Chair

What about our lecturers and academics – especially
those who train English teachers? One sees them
contributing
to
‘approved’
(or
‘peer-reviewed’)
publications, but not to many others. Does this mean that
they are only interested in pursuing their academic
careers by earning points and kudos by writing for such
publications only? There are, of course exceptions here,
such as the prolific (and usually controversial) Professor
Jonathan Jansen.

Where have all the
writers gone?
As the editor of two magazines
– one a print publication for a
teachers’ union and the other
an online publication for the
English Academy – I have been
struck by the reluctance of
South African teachers and
lecturers to write for a publication such as this.

The result of all of this is that the ‘editor’ becomes much
more than an editor – more of a writer, compiler,
borrower and beggar.

This situation contrasts sharply with publications one reads
from many overseas countries. I envy an Australian friend of
mine, Debra Byrdon, who edits a number of journals including
one for principals and one for more general consumption.
Each issue is jam-packed with articles submitted by teachers,
principals and academics. As for South Africa, when I page
through old copies of CRUX, a journal for English teachers
which was available for many years and was much
appreciated by English teachers, I see such useful articles
published by teachers and academics.

As Obama so famously said, “Yes, we can”. Yes, you
can write. Let your fingers do the tapping on the
computer keyboards!
Dr Malcolm G Venter
SACEE National Chairperson

Award of English Academy’s Gold Medal

Where have all the writers gone?
Teachers will say that they don’t have the time. No one
would dispute (certainly not myself – I know, I’ve been there)
that teachers are very busy people, that they are
overwhelmed by curriculum changes, admin loads, extramurals, marking, marking, marking and so on. But surely
some of those who have been doing extra studies must have
ideas gleaned there, which they could share with others –
possibly even just editing an interesting assignment? Surely
teachers are not so busy that they can’t send in even a
paragraph – e.g. a teaching tip; something they liked/disliked
about the new curriculum; a humorous incident which
happened in class? Or to respond – however briefly – to
previous articles in publications.
Or is it that our younger generation is so used to blogging –
where they can post a two-to-three line response? If so then
why don’t they do so on online publications?
Or is it that our teachers don’t believe that they can write?
Firstly, I don’t believe that they all feel that. Secondly even if
so, remember that we as editors are there to edit if they feel
that they are not great writers. Or maybe they could consider
writing with someone else; or ask someone to read their
offerings and make suggestions for improvement. Or maybe
a whole staff/subject department or phase could submit
something.
.
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Athol Fugard receives the Gold Medal from Professor Stan Ridge,
President of the English Academy of Southern Africa

At a function held in the Bloemendal Restaurant,
Durbanville, Cape Town on 8 September 2011, Athol
Fugard was honoured with the English Academy’s
highest award, the Gold Medal. Fugard, who now lives in
the US, flew to South Africa especially for this occasion.
The citation for the award and his very interesting
acceptance speech are available on the English
Academy’s website (www.englishacademy.co.za).
SACEE has a link to the occasion indirectly in that our
National Chairperson, Dr Malcolm Venter, himself was
awarded the Academy Gold Medal in 2002.

NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES

WESTERN
WESTERN CAPE -

The main project of the branch is the production of English Alive the annual
publication of writings from High Schools and Colleges in Southern Africa. In addition, the branch organizes
many other competitions and projects including ‘Forum Discussions’ and ‘Spellcheck’ for Grade 8 learners.
For their ‘outreach’ project, the branch
is currently running its ‘reading
intervention in Primary Schools’
programme at Factreton Primary
School in Maitland and Holy Cross
Primary School in Zonnebloem. The
scheme involves a team of readers
(up to five) going to each school once
Cameron Smith from Factreton
A reader from Factreton Primary School in
Primary School who was the overall
a week and reading to learners in
Grade 3 winner at the reading
September 2011.
English for a total of one hour
competition in September 2011.
(although not continuously to the same class). The ‘readings’ include
interactive explanation of vocabulary and a focus on comprehension. Mrs Terrill Nicolay (Chairperson of the
Western Cape branch) has reported that there has been “a very significant improvement in literacy levels” at
Factreton. Initially started as a pilot scheme at these two schools, the branch has recently received further
funding and in 2012 readings to Foundation Phase learners will be extended to Wingfield and Windermere
Primary Schools in the same area. In addition, the branch is delighted to have recruited approximately 15 new
readers for this extended programme.
The annual Forum Discussion competition for the Victoria League Shield took place at the end of July with 13
teams vying for the shield and cash prizes. There were two preliminary rounds, consisting of seven and six
schools participating on respective evenings. The winning teams from each evening, Springfield Convent and
Rustenburg Girls’ each won R1,500 for their school libraries and the top three schools from each evening went
through to the final, which Herschel won. The ‘Spellcheck’ 2011 competition was won by Springfied Convent.

PRETORIA

- The Pretoria branch concentrates on Creative
Writing, which is the culmination of all English skills taught at school level.
Mrs Sheila Naidoo, the Chairperson of the branch committee reported,
“On the 28th October the branch ended off a very successful year with a
wonderful and jam-packed prize- giving ceremony at the beautiful pavilion
at Pretoria High School for Girls. Our branch committee was very pleased
with the increasing number of schools participating, including first time
entries from private and public primary and high schools, as well as the
excellent calibre of the creative writing entries received. It was delightful
to have many writers who were previous winners or had had their writings
published by our branch previously as well as matric students who took
time off from their busy schedules to also attend the function.

Pictured left: Daniel Nsengimana Grade 6 winner and James Ritchie (Commendable award)
at the prize-giving ceremony. Both boys attend Waterkloof House Preparatory School, Pretoria.

The Primary school entries covered a wide range of topics and a variety of
genre, while the secondary school writing demonstrated in particular how
passionate the learners are about embracing opportunities and living
authentically. Participants from both primary and high schools displayed a concerned awareness of social ills
and solutions, which gives great hope for future generations. The winning and commendable prose and poetry
was published in a booklet and was made available at the award function, a gesture greatly appreciated by the
young writers and their parents”
SACEE NEWS
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Border branch

- The Border branch introduced its ‘National
Language Challenge’ in 1991 as an initiative to provide an English Language
benchmarking service to schools. Initially it was only open to High School learners
from Grades 6 to 12. Later on, the Challenge was opened to Primary School learners
from Grades 4 to 7 and finally, in 2001, the branch introduced its ‘Puzzle Parade’ for
Grades 1 to 3. The project is now a fully National initiative serving schools in all 9
provinces of South Africa.

Mr Neil le Roux (pictured left) is the Chairperson of the Border branch committee and
also the current Vice-Chairperson of SACEE. He announced recently that in order to
grow the Puzzle Parades and Language Challenges over the next decade, the branch
is looking at a twinning process for participating schools. They hope to introduce this
in 2012.
In the 2011 competitions, 41,487 learners from a total of 96 schools participated in the tests. The details and
results for the 2011 Parades and Challenges are summarised in the table below. (The statistics for 2010 are
given in brackets)
GRADE
1
2
3
4

NUMBER OF
LEARNERS
4665 (5120)
4674 (5184)
4719 (5133)
4666 (4761)

NATIONAL
AVERAGE
68.5% (62.3%)
69.0% (71.5%)
66.7% (72.0%)
54.3% (51.0%)

HIGHEST
SCORE
150 learners scored 100%
25 Learners scored 100%
50 learners scored 100%
1 learner scored 98%

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

4738
4806
5070
2091
2113
2029
1916

62.3%
56.7%
63.4%
41.9%
45.0%
44.5%
48.9%

2 learners scored 100%
1 learner scored 99%
3 learners scored 100%
1 learner scored 84%
1 learner scored 86%
1 learner scored 89%
1 learner scored 89%

TOTAL

(5002)
(4874)
(4850)
(1784)
(1699)
(1587)
(1397)

(59.0%)
(59.0%)
(66.2%
(50.5%
(54.2%)
(46.4%)
(51.5%)

(92)
(123)
(2)
(1 x 96%)
(1 x 98%)
(1 x 100%)
(3 x 100%)
(1 x 93%)
(1 x 97%)
(1 x 92%)
(1 x 96%

41487 (41391)

BLOEMFONTEIN

- The Bloemfontein branch is one of SACEE’s smallest branches and is in
desperate need of local volunteers who can assist the current committee Chairperson, Miss Norine van Arkel.
During 2011, the branch concentrated on their debating season and they were again very grateful to the
students of the Free State University Debating Society who acted as adjudicators. Miss van Arkel recently
voiced her concerns about a notice she had received from the Free State Education Department in which it
was stated that the Department intends to run English debating sessions and participation will be compulsory!.
She explained that in such circumstances, it is unlikely that schools will want to pay a fee in order to take part
in SACEE debating. She is awaiting developments.

MidMid-VAAL

- Our newest branch, the Mid-Vaal branch ran a very successful Creative Writing
Competition in 2011 which was open to learners from Grade 3 to Grade 8. The trophy for the top scoring
school was won by St Mary’s, Waverley and the runner-up was Roedean. Next year, in addition to the
Creative Writing Competition the branch hopes to organize a spelling bee.
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JOHANNESBURG BRANCH -

The Johannesburg branch
committee and SACEE were extremely saddened to learn of the untimely
death of Mrs Kathleen Booth (pictured right) a staunch member of the
Johannesburg branch committee for many years. Kathleen, who died
suddenly in early August 2011, worked tirelessly as the branch
secretary/treasurer and served as a member of the SACEE Central
Management Committee for some time. Dr Rohan Quince, the current
Chairperson of the Johannesburg branch committee, said that Kathleen was a
very active and dedicated member of the team and she will be greatly missed.
The Johannesburg branch’s main project is its debating programme. In 2011
the winning team in the Senior debating section was St John’s College and St
Stithian’s Girls’ School won the junior section.
In addition the branch
organized its usual Creative Writing Competition for High School learners in
2011 and the standard of entries was extremely high. The coordinator of this
event, Gertie Testa (Ashton Junior College Principal) announced that it had
been an “absolute pleasure for me to coordinate this competition for the past
three years”, however, because of increased work commitments she
reluctantly had to give up the position. From 2012 the competition will be run
by King David, Victory Park.

EASTERN CAPE - The Eastern Cape branch’s main project is the prestigious English Olympiad which
is an annual writing competition for High Schools and Colleges – see report of the 2011 competition on page 6
of this Newsletter.
At the last meeting of the Central Management Committee in November 2011, the Eastern Cape branch’s
Chairperson, Mrs Anne Peltason, indicated that the branch’s vision for 2012 is to “broaden the base of SACEE
in the Eastern Cape and, for this purpose, to interest more teachers in joining SACEE”. She explained that
many teachers are put off by the possibility of having “to do something” or having “to attend more meetings”.
One of the branch’s outreach programmes is headed by Mr Mzo
Mahola. In the past Mzo has been running ‘writing’ workshops for
township schools. He has decided to give these up now, stating
that, “the low literacy standard in learners makes the effort
hopeless”. He is however continuing to concentrate his efforts on
rural children in the Lushington area, where he has extended the
creative writing and ecosystem workshops to include public
speaking. Mr Mahola was received as an honoured guest at Brylin
School where he attended a function and witnessed a learning
programme. Mrs Peltason said that the branch was indebted to Mr
Mahola who has successfully put the name of SACEE “out there”.
The literacy problem of which Mr Mahola speaks was also noted with regard to the ‘De Beers English
Development Initiative Project’, an ‘outreach’ of the English Olympiad examination. One of the main aims of
this De Beers initiative is - “To ensure that schools in communities associated with De Beers enjoy the benefits
of the English Olympiad”. After reading some of the poems submitted, Mrs Janet Blignaut, one of the Eastern
Cape branch’s committee members noted that, “if the learners do not thoroughly understand the poems, they
will not be able to tackle any links between them or any general topic such as ‘relationships’”. Mrs Blignaut is
now in the process of writing support material for the PDI students and it is hoped that this will be of great help
to the learners and will encourage more entrants from these communities.
SACEE NEWS
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De Beers English Olympiad 2011
The top 20 winners
Christiaan Bronkhorst
St Andrew’s School, Bloemfontein
Nicholas Lock
York High School
Anika Brand
St Patrick’s College, CBC
Ethan Chetty
Edenglen High School
Belinda Banks
St Dominic’s Academy, Newcastle
Esther Van Zyl
Parel Vallei
Ian Currie
Pretoria Boys’ High School
Trudie Spangenberg
Pretoria High School for Girls
Ruth Brain
Springfield
Hankyeol Lee
Edenglen High School
Roxanne Carlse
Uplands College
Emile Pienaar
Somerset College
Emma Atkinson
Pietermaritzburg GHS
Lillina Ruiters
Westerford High School
Kerstin Hall
Chesterhouse
Jessica Hichens
Westerford High School
Muhammed Ismail Bulbulia St John’s College
Samantha Arnold
St John’s DSG
Matthew Field
Selborne College
Jolandi Swanepoel
Pretoria High School for Girls

Pictured above: Centre: Christiaan Bronkhorst winner of the 2011 De
Beers English Olympiad; 2nd left: Nicholas Lock – placed second and
2nd right: Anika Brand (together with officials from De Beers). The top
three winners won a literary tour of England in December 2011. .

The De Beers English Olympiad is an annual English competition that in 2011 drew more than 6,700 entries from High Schools
throughout South Africa, Namibia, Botswana and Mozambique. This prestigious competition has run since 1976 and is organised jointly
by the Grahamstown Foundation and the South African Council for English Education (SACEE). It has been sponsored by De Beers
since 1985.
th

On the 8 March 2011, entrants from Grades 10 to 12 wrote the 3-hour examination. The theme was ‘Morals and Ethics’ and the
anthology, compiled by the South African Council for English Education, was entitled ‘Confessions and Consequence’.
Speaking at the prize-giving event, De Beers Consolidated Mines public and corporate affairs manager Abel Madonsela told the
winners that, “It is fitting that morality and ethics should be thought about seriously by young people, and fitting that they should be
thought about through the medium of creative writing. Apart from any explicit treatment of ethical problems, writing, especially creative
writing, holds its own ethical power. Indeed, the power of writing lies in its ability to articulate possibility”.
For his part, chief examiner Andrew Renard noted that, “The candidates in the 2011 SACEE/De Beers Olympiad, produced work of an
excellent standard. While they may not have ‘solved’ the ethical problems facing the world today, they did an excellent job of ‘wrestling’
with them. One thing that was shown was the realisation that ethical and moral arguments are seldom a matter of ‘black and white’ and
that there are many grey areas. Hopefully, many life lessons were learned by the writers”.
Prizes awarded in rank order were as follows: •
•

•
•
•

The top 3 candidates were treated to a literary tour of the UK in December 2011.
The top 15 candidates were invited to attend the National Schools’ Festival in Grahamstown in July 2011, free of charge. The
De Beers English Olympiad prize-giving ceremony was held during this Festival and the top 100 winners were announced in
rank order.
th
th
Learners who were ranked between the 4 and 20 positions received cash prizes, books or book vouchers.
The top 50 candidates received free- tuition scholarships for their first year of study at Rhodes University immediately upon
successful completion of the matriculation examinations and subject to the University’s entry requirements.
All candidates who completed the paper, received certificates indicating a classified evaluation.

th

The 2012 English Olympiad: The exam will be written on 6 March 2012 and the theme is ‘When Urban Meets Rural’. The anthology,
complied by SACEE, is entitled Small Town; Big Voice. Further information about the De Beers English Olympiad can be obtained
from:-

The Olympiad Officer, Grahamstown Foundation, P O Box 304, Grahamstown, 6140
Telephone: 046 6031145 Fax: 046 6227462
E-mail: olympiad@foundation.org.za
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BURSARY NEWS
The Norah Taylor Bursary: This SACEE bursary is available for further
study in SPEECH TRAINING, ORAL COMMUNICATION OR THE
TEACHING OF ENGLISH as a FIRST or SECOND LANGUAGE. The
bursary is available ONLY to QUALIFIED TEACHERS (minimum M+3)
with at least FOUR (4) YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE. The course
can be by correspondence, part-time or full-time, but it must be
undertaken at an educational institution in SOUTH AFRICA .
During the 2011 year there were no applications received for the SACEE Norah Taylor bursary. The
closing date for applications is 31 July of the year PRIOR to the year of proposed study. Suitable
applicants who are proposing to undertake study at any time during the calendar year 1st January 2013 to
31st December 2013 should have their applications in by 31st July 2012.

The ‘ex-PCE’ Bursary: This bursary scheme was originally introduced by the Pretoria branch of the South
African Council for English Education. It sought to assist ex-students and teachers of the Pretoria
College of Education with furthering their studies in the teaching and/or promotion of the English
language. This bursary is available ONLY for GRADUATE or POST GRADUATE study and the applicant’s
normal place of residence must be in the PRETORIA area. The course of study can be on any aspect of
the English language e.g. the teaching/promotion of the English language, involvement in the language,
drama courses etc. The course can be by correspondence, part-time or full-time BUT IT MUST BE at a
SOUTH AFRICAN educational institution.
Latest recipient of the SACEE ‘ex-PCE’ bursary
Abigail Todd

Recipient of the
2011 ‘ex-PCE’
bursary

The Pretoria branch of SACEE awarded their 2011 ‘ex-PCE’ bursary to
21 year old Abigail Todd of Pretoria. Abigail is currently studying for a
B ed (ECP and FP) at the University of Pretoria and has just completed
her 3rd year of the 4 year, full-time course.
In her application for the bursary Miss Todd explained that she is
looking forward to qualifying as a teacher and stated that “the
foundation phase of a child’s education is very important and I want to
be able to have a positive influence on the lives of these children”.

Applicants for the ‘ex-PCE’ bursary must be South African citizens or residents and their normal place of
residence must be in the PRETORIA area. The bursary is available for course fees, the purchase of
books, printing costs and, at the Bursary Committee’s discretion, any other incidental expenses which may
be incurred.
The closing date for applications is 31 July preceding the year of proposed study - as for the ‘Norah
Taylor’ bursary – see above. .
SACEE NEWS
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Launch of English Alive 2011
Contact Details
th

The 45 edition of English Alive was
launched in Newlands, Cape Town on 17th
August 2011. In the 2011 collection there
ended up being 33 contributors from 13
Cape Town schools and most of them
attended the launch.
Editor Robin Malan introduced eight of the
contributors, who read their pieces for the
audience, the pieces being both prose and
poetry. The quality of both the writing and
the presentation was exceptionally high and
the readings were greatly enjoyed.
The guest speaker at the launch was Karin Schimke, a poet and editor
of the books page in the Cape Times. Her address was exciting and
provoking – there was no doubt that it inspired and encouraged the
emerging writers who were present.
.
The front cover of the 2011 edition of English Alive (see above) is
entitled Girls in the Shade and was designed by Shaen Mare of
Crawford College, Pretoria. The back cover quotes from a piece
entitled Marvel at the immortality of my Legacy which was written by
Emmanuel Letsoalo. His piece is featured in the 2011 publication.

SACEE National Office
P O Box 2074
Link Hills
3652
Tel/Fax: 031 776 4185
E-mail: sacee@iburst.co.za

The Branches
Bloemfontein
2 Daventry Court
14 Barnes Street
Westdene
Bloemfontein
9301
Border
P O Box 173
Gonubie
5256
E-mail: sacee@telkomsa.net
Eastern Cape
41 Admiralty Way
Summerstrand
Port Elizabeth
6001
Johannesburg
P O Box 4468
Dainfern
2055
E-mail: saceejhb@telkomsa.net

Pictured right: At the launch of the
2011 edition of ‘English Alive’. Jalid
Vadillo and Sebastian Remmelzwaal
(both of Diocesan College) reading their
co-authored satirical piece, ‘Miracle in
the Modern age’. Photo: Courtesy of
Karen Kotze, Southern Suburbs Tatler,
Cape Community Newspapers,
Independent Newspapers (Cape).

Mid-Vaal
P O Box 1485
Henley-on-Klip
1962
E-mail: stella.papageorgiou@owla.co.za

For further enquiries or to purchase copies of the 2011 edition of
‘English Alive’ (priced at R40 each) – E-mail englishalive@iafrica.com or
telephone 021 – 685 4545 or apply by post to ‘English Alive’, P O Box
23912, Claremont, 7735.

The 2012 publication of ‘English Alive’ The closing date for
submitting contributions (either through the school or individually) is 1
April 2012. Submissions can be made by e-mail, using Times New
Roman 12pt to englishalive@iafrica.com or by post to ‘English Alive’,
P O Box 23912, Claremont, 7735.

Pretoria
P O Box 12971
Queenswood
0121
E-mail: saceepta@iburst.co.za
Western Cape
P O Box 23912
Claremont
7735
E-mail: saceewcape@gmail.com

Please contact the editor of ‘SACEE News’ with your comments, articles or suggestions for future publications Miss Patricia Bootland, SACEE News, P O Box 2074, Link Hills, 3652, Kwa-Zulu Natal
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